35th Annual
Memorial Guitar Competition

Sunday, March 6, 2016
Holsclaw Hall
2:30 p.m.

For further information about The University of Arizona Bolton Guitar Studies Program or to add your name to our VIP list and receive mail and/or e-mail notices about future guitar events, please contact Tom Patterson, Professor of Guitar
rtp@u.arizona.edu
520-621-1157

Visit our website: guitar.arizona.edu
Find us on Facebook and like our page!

Members of the UA Bolton Guitar Studies Program with David Russell, Spring 2014
34th Annual Guitar Competition Concert
Honoring the memory of

**Norman Douglas Sholin (1951-1980)**

Norman Douglas Sholin founded and designed the guitar degree program at the University of Arizona School of Music and Dance in 1974.

Mr. Sholin earned a BFA (1974) and an MFA (1978) in classical guitar from the California Institute of the Arts. He studied with teacher and musicologist Emilio Pujol in Cervera, Spain in 1972 and 1973 and played in a master class for Andrés Segovia in 1973.

The University of Arizona has become a major international center for the study of classical guitar. The Norman Douglas Sholin Memorial Scholarship Award, which is presented annually, promotes excellence in this segment of the arts. Through their gifts, donors honor the students that qualify for it, as well as the memory of Mr. Sholin, whose love for the guitar and its music still brings inspiration.

*For additional information about the Norman Douglas Sholin Scholarship Fund contact:*
Tom Patterson, Professor of Guitar, rtp@u.arizona.edu, 520-621-1157

---

**Judges**

- Billy Arcilla
- Leon Atkinson
- Bruce Fulton
- Philip Johnson
- Ian Mitchell

---

Thank you for your support of the Guitar Program!

The University of Arizona Guitar Program at the Fred Fox School of Music is fortunate to benefit from the generous gifts of friends and supporters. Your investment ensures that Professor Thomas Patterson and his students are able to continue the quality of this world-class guitar program.

Name: ________________________________

Address: ________________________________

City/State/Zip: ________________________________

E-mail: ________________________________ Phone: __________

- Enclosed is my tax-deductible gift payable to UAF/Guitar

Gift amount: __________

Did you know that no credit card fee will be assessed if you give your gift online? Go to: www.uafoundation.org/give/fund/BoltonGuitar

Name on card: ________________________________

- Visa  - Mastercard  - American Express

Card Number: ________________________________

Expiration Date: ________________________________

Cardholder’s Signature: ________________________________

All gifts benefit the UA School of Music Guitar Program.

If your employer has a matching gift program, please contact your company’s personnel office for the necessary form to include with your gift.

*Please mail this form and your gift to:*
Office of Development, College of Fine Arts
The University of Arizona
P.O. Box 210004, Tucson, AZ 85721-0004

*We are deeply grateful for your help and support!*
Norman Douglas Sholin
Memorial Scholarship Award Recipients

1982 Bobby Orlando, 1983 David Mintz, 1984 Alison Bert,
1985 Lou Mowad, 1986 Alison Bert, 1987 Todd Seelye,
1988 Todd Seelye, 1989 Charles King, 1990 Douglas James,
1991 Mark Basinski, 1992 Douglas James, 1993 Douglas James,
1994 Ivan Rijos, 1995 Celso Cano, 1996 Paul Grove,
1997 Alixey Vianna, 1998 Alixsey Vianna,
1999 Bruno Correia, 2000 Andrew Hull,
2001 Randall Avers, 2002 Daniel Bolshoy,
2003 Dieter Hennings, 2004 Gonzalo Molano,
2005 Gonzalo Molano, 2006 Jane Curry, 2007 Matthew Palmer,
2008 Matthew Palmer & Lars Rosvoll, 2009 Eduardo Minozzi Costa,
2010 Eduardo Minozzi Costa & Renato Serrano Muñoz,
2011 Renato Serrano Muñoz, 2012 Renato Serrano Muñoz,
2013 Misael Barraza Díaz & Renato Serrano Muñoz
2014 2014 Augustus Woodrow
2015 Misael Barraza Díaz

Please join us for the following Guitar Recitals & Events:

Roberto Aussel (Argentina)
Thursday, March 31, 7:00 p.m.
Holsclaw Hall, $25, students $10
A Tucson Guitar Society Event
Tickets: tucsonguitarsociety.org

Schaeffer Memorial Guitar Competition
Student Competition
Sunday, April 3, 2:30 p.m.
Holsclaw Hall, $10, 7, 5

Arizona Guitar Orchestra
April 17, Sunday, 4:00 p.m.
Grace St. Paul’s Episcopal Church (2331 East Adams Street), $Free
The Tucson Guitar Society creates an all-Arizona guitar ensemble for community
and student players from throughout Arizona, including the University
of Arizona Bolton Guitar Studies Program, Arizona State University,
Glendale Community College and Grand Canyon Guitar Society in Flagstaff.

Guitar in the Woods
Monthly, First Thursday of the Month, 6:30 p.m.
Woods Memorial Library, $Free
A Tucson Guitar Society Event
A monthly meeting of guitar aficionados to share
what they are working on, or just to listen.

• • •
Gratitude Acknowledgments

Norman Douglas Sholin founded and designed the guitar degree program at the University of Arizona School of Music in 1974. He had a vision for a world class guitar program. That vision is alive today. Your support ensures that the guitar program will continue to attract top music students. With deep gratitude we acknowledge those whose significant and ongoing gifts have transformed the lives of students and faculty.

Transformational Gifts to the Bolton Guitar Studies Program at the Fred Fox School of Music
Abbott Laboratories Fund
Bill Akin
Phyllis* and Sanford* Bolton
The Cypri-Cola Company Limited
Joan and John D’Addario
John and Joan D’Addario Foundation, Inc.
Carol and Donald Eagle
The Edwards Mother Earth Foundation
Karen and David Francis
Karen and Robert Gold
Janel and David Hubka
IBM International Foundation
E. Philip Krider
Patricia MacConquodale
Julia and Andre Perret
Clare K. Schaeffer* Southwest Strings
St. Mark’s Presbyterian
Elizabeth Weiner-Schulman
Rosa L. Liu-Stevens and Ralph E. Stevens
William Wolfe*
Lund Wolfe

Conductor’s Circle
($1,000 to $9,999)
Leslee and Thomas Hippert
IBM Corporation
Imago Dei Middle School
Jewish Community Foundation
Sara and Matthew Kalos
Lyn Papanikolas and J. David Markstaller
Elinor Aderton and Robert McIntosh
Roger Funk and Douglas Noffsinger
Tom Patterson
Chancey Pelletier
The Prudential Foundation
Jerome A. Reinstein
D. C. Sholin
Mary Stewart-Pollard and Robert Pollard
Elizabeth Giles and Stephen Simmes
Page and Pearre Williams

Benefactor
($500-$999)
Margot Beeston
Kay and Lloyd Bierstaker
Ramona Brown
Eugenia and Taylor Chen
Herman Davis
Raquel and Lawrence Fleischman
Julie Gibson
Linda L. Griffin
Mary Hamilton
Nancy Koff
Theodore Koff*
Robert Kritz Associates, Inc.
Charlotte and Michael* Mensh
Michelle and Joseph Millstone
Mary Romaniello
Eilene W. Rousseau
Helen and Richard Ruskin
Charlene Sampson*
Deborah and Marc Sandroff
Richard and Jasmine Seagrave
Gail Gibbons and Ray St. Clair
Duane Waterman
Susan and Erick Weiland

Patrons
($100-$499)
Mireille Algazi
Glenda and Karl Anderson
Richard Apling
Billy Arcila – Los Angeles Classical Guitars

Gratitude Acknowledgments

We strive for an accurate listing of all our treasured donors. This list reflects cumulative gifts from all guitar donors to date. To make corrections, please call the College of Fine Arts Development Office at 621-9057.

Matthew A. Werber
Elizabeth and Emanuel Wolff

Gifts Up to $100
Thomas Amundsen
Norma J. Anderson
Louise Anthony*
Samuel Arcus
Barbara Atwood and Peter Eisner
Mark Berman/Benjamin Supply
Luise and Eric Betterton
Janice and Jerome Bishop
Carolyne and Paul Crews
Larry Deutsch and William Parker
Ernst & Young
Arthur and Marilyn Felix
Gloria and Rocky Ferrell
Anna M. Friend*
Elizabeth Garigan-Soper and Doyle Soper
David Gladstone*
Marvin and Jean Glaesberg
Gloria and Michael Goldman
Marsha and Sidney Hirsh
Steven and Marta Ketchel
Mary and Joel Levin
Louis A. Levinson
Berthold Lippel
Joy Marsalla
Shirley and Stan Matlick
Shawn McManimon
Sharon Megdal
Sarah M Mulolland
Christine* and Harvey* Nelson
George A. Newman
Leslie Nixon and Barry Kirschner
Betty and Bernie Orman
Gwen and Richard Powell
Shu ching Cheng and Edward Reid
Brina Rodin
Abigail Root
Nan* and Leonard* Rosenthal
Sandra and Bernard Ruhl
Dorothy and Julian* Sayre
Sarah and Leonard Schultz
Diana G. Sheldon
Marilyn E. Sheridan
Ronald J. Staub
Lydia and David Streeter
David M. Talamante
Nancy A. Trujillo
M. H. Udolph
Kenneth L. Weiss
H. Diane Wright
Samuel O. Zaidenberg*
* deceased
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